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Abstract

This paper argues that computational grids can be used for far more types of applications than just trivially
parallel ones. Algorithmic optimizations like latency-hiding and exploiting locality can be used effectively
to obtain high performance on grids, despite the relatively slow wide-area networks that connect the grid
resources. Moreover, the bandwidth of wide-area networks increases rapidly, allowing even some applications
that are extremely communication intensive to run on a grid, provided the underlying algorithms are latency-
tolerant. We illustrate large-scale parallel computing on grids with three example applications that search
large state spaces: transposition-driven search, retrograde analysis, and model checking. We present several
performance results on a state-of-the-art computer science grid (DAS-3) with a dedicated optical network.
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1 Introduction

Computational grids are interesting platforms for solving large-scale computational

problems, because they consist of many (geographically distributed) resources. Thus

far, grids have mainly been used for high-throughput computing on independent (or

trivially parallel) jobs. However, advances in grid software (programming environ-

ments [21], schedulers [13]) and optical networking technology [7] make it more and

more feasible to use grids for solving challenging large-scale problems. The goal of

this paper is to discuss our experiences in implementing and optimizing several chal-

lenging applications on a state-of-the-art grid, thus showing that more applications

are suitable for grid computing than just trivially parallel ones.

The paper will first describe a state-of-the-art grid infrastructure, the Dutch

DAS-3 Computer Science grid. DAS-3 contains a flexible (and ultimately recon-

figurable) 20–40 Gbit/s optical network called StarPlane between its five clusters.

From a parallel programming point of view, grids like DAS-3 are characterized by

a high-latency/high-bandwidth network and a hierarchical structure.
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Next, the paper will discuss how algorithms and applications can be optimized

to run in such an environment. We focus on applications that search large state

spaces. As an introductory example, we will summarize earlier work and describe

how a communication-intensive heuristic search algorithm can be optimized to run

on a grid. As a more recent case study, we have implemented a retrograde analysis

application that solves the game of Awari, which has 900 billion different states.

Several optimizations were needed to obtain high performance on the DAS-3 grid.

Finally, the paper discusses some preliminary results in using the DiVinE model

checking toolkit on DAS-3. As we will show, DiVinE has many characteristics in

common with the Awari solver, making it an interesting application for further

research.

2 DAS-3: an optical Computer Science Grid

The DAS (Distributed ASCI Supercomputer) project started over 10 years ago

(1997) and was an initiative of the Dutch ASCI (Advance School in Computing and

Imaging) research school. The idea behind DAS is to create a joint infrastructure for

experimental research on distributed systems (like grids). Each DAS system consists

of multiple (4–5) clusters located at different Dutch universities, connected by a

wide-area network. The DAS systems were set up specifically to allow distributed

experiments, so users always get an account on the entire system. To allow easy

experimentation, the systems are largely homogeneous: all clusters have the same

operating system (Linux), the same processor architecture and (largely) the same

local network (Myrinet). The systems are not used for production jobs, but only for

relatively short-running computer science experiments, so the load of the clusters is

deliberately kept low.

Three generations of DAS systems have been built so far:

• DAS-1 (1997) consisted of 4 PentiumPro clusters connected by a 6 Mbit/s dedi-

cated ATM network;

• DAS-2 (2002) consisted of 5 Pentium-III clusters connected by the university

internet backbone (1 Gbit/s);

• DAS-3 (2006-now) consists of 5 AMD Opteron clusters connected by multiple

dedicated 10 Gbit/s light paths (see Figure 1).

The current system, DAS-3, consists of 272 nodes (792 cores) and 1 TB of

memory. Unlike DAS-1 and DAS-2, the current system is slightly heterogeneous:

the sites differ in having single- or multi-core CPUs and the CPU speeds also differ

(between 2.2 and 2.6 GHz). All clusters except the one at TU Delft use the Myri-10G

network to connect their local nodes and to connect to the optical wide-area network.

In addition, all clusters have a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet network. The entire setup allows

experiments with heterogeneous systems, which many projects requested. DAS-3

also has a 10 Gbit/s dedicated light path to Grid’5000 in France, allowing even

larger-scale heterogeneous experiments [5].

The DAS systems have been used for many research projects on programming
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Fig. 1. DAS-3 clusters interconnected by StarPlane.

systems, operating systems, network protocols, grid computing, virtual laboratories,

computational science, etc. Over 40 Ph.D. theses have used the systems. User

experiences with the systems are described in [1,5].

We think DAS-3 is representative for future grid systems. It is hierarchical

and consists of multiple clusters with a fast local interconnect and a higher-latency

wide-area interconnect. The wide-area network has a high bandwidth. In summary,

the system can be characterized as hierarchical, high wide-area latency, and high

bandwidth. In the rest of the paper, we discuss how to design parallel applications

for such an environment, which are called distributed supercomputing applications.

3 Wide-area parallel computing

The DAS systems are excellent testbeds for studying wide-area parallel algorithms,

because they can be used for controlled experiments. Unlike on very heterogeneous

production systems, it is feasible to do clean speedup experiments on DAS. We have

produced many papers on this topic (e.g., [11,15]).

What we have learned is that far more applications are suitable for distributed

supercomputing than one might expect. Of course, the wide-area network between

the clusters has many orders of magnitude higher latency than the local-area net-

work. In DAS, the wide-area latency typically is several milliseconds, while the

local-area latency (over Myrinet) is several microseconds. One thus might expect

that only trivially parallel algorithms could be run on such a wide-area system.
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However, we have learned that many applications can be optimized to deal with

the high latency of the wide-area network. The key idea is to be latency-tolerant.

The bandwidth of wide-area networks is increasing very fast (much faster than CPU

speed increases), as can easily be seen by comparing the bandwidths of the three

DAS systems.

Several optimizations are feasible to obtain good speedups for wide-area algo-

rithms:

• Many algorithms can exploit the hierarchical structure of grids. Grids typically

consist of several different clusters with fast internal communication and relatively

slow wide-area communication. By doing locality optimizations, algorithms can

often reduce the amount of wide-area communication.

• Likewise, several algorithms can be made latency-tolerant, by using asynchronous

communication. In this case, useful computations can be done while the wide-area

communication takes place.

These optimizations are well-known, but we have discovered that they often are

even more effective for wide-area systems than for clusters. As a good example, we

summarize our earlier work on the TDS (Transposition Driven Search) algorithm

(adapted from [17,18]).

4 Transposition Driven Search

Heuristic search algorithms recursively expand a state into successor states. If

the successor states are independent of each other, different processors can analyze

different portions of the search space. During the searches, each processor maintains

a list of work yet to be completed (the work queue). When a processor completes

all its assigned work, it tries to acquire more work from busy processors, which is

called work stealing.

However, many search applications use so-called transposition tables, which en-

hance the search but also introduce interdependencies between states, making effi-

cient parallelization more difficult. A transposition table is a large store (accessed

through a hash function) in which newly expanded states are placed. The table

prevents the expansion of previously seen states, which saves much computation

time for applications where a state can have multiple predecessors (i.e., when the

search space is a graph rather than a tree). Depending on the characteristics of the

search algorithm, the table is implemented either as permanent store or as a cache,

for efficiency reasons.

Unfortunately, transposition tables are difficult to implement efficiently in par-

allel search programs that run on distributed-memory machines. Usually, the trans-

position table is partitioned among the local memories of the processors. Before a

processor expands a state, it first does a remote lookup, by sending a message to the

processor that manages the entry and then waiting for the reply. This can result in

sending many thousands of messages per second, introducing a large communica-
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Fig. 2. Transposition Driven Scheduling.

tion overhead. Moreover, each processor wastes much time waiting for the results

of remote lookups.

The transposition table driven work scheduling (TDS) algorithm integrates the

parallel search algorithm and the transposition table mechanism: drive the work

scheduling by the transposition table accesses. The state to be expanded is mi-

grated to the processor on which the transposition for the state may be stored (see

Figure 2), as determined by the hash function. This processor performs the local

table lookup to check if the state has already been solved (as in the right part of the

figure). If not, the processor stores the state in its work queue (as in the left part

of the figure). Although this approach may seem counterintuitive, it has several

important advantages:

(i) All communication is asynchronous (nonblocking). Expanding a state amounts

to sending its children to their destination processors, where they are entered

in the work queue. After sending the messages the processor continues with

the next piece of work. Processors never have to wait for the results of remote

lookups.

(ii) Since all messages are asynchronous, they need not be sent immediately, but

they can be delayed and batched up into fewer large messages. This optimiza-

tion, called message combining, results in bulk transfers that are much more

efficient on most networks.

(iii) The network latency is hidden by overlapping communication and computa-

tion. This latency hiding is effective as long as there is enough bandwidth in the

network to cope with all the asynchronous messages. With modern high-speed

networks (like light paths) such bandwidth usually is amply available.

(iv) The algorithm also can have good load balancing, because it distributes the

work randomly. However, the advantages of good load balancing should be

balanced against loss of locality and additional network processing. Also, the

highly asynchonous algorithm described does assume a homogeneous execution

environment.
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Fig. 4. Parallel Rubik’s cube solver on a grid.

Overall, the TDS algorithm resulted in huge performance improvements over

traditional search algorithms (like IDA* [12]) even on a local cluster. Figure 3

gives an example for a program that solves Rubik’s cube, measured on DAS-2. The

figure shows the relative speedups (up to 128 processors) of TDS, and compares it

against algorithms that partition the transposition table, replicate it, or use local

(nonshared) tables. As can be seen, TDS almost doubles the efficiency.

The latency-hiding optimization of TDS also allows it to run efficiently on a

wide-area system. In [17], we discussed some further optimizations to make TDS

suitable for DAS-2, which used a relatively slow (1 Gb/s, shared) wide-area network.

Figure 4 shows the speedups of TDS on the wide-area DAS-2 system. On four

clusters of 16 CPUs it is much faster than on one cluster of 16 CPUs. In fact, the

algorithm runs only slightly slower on four clusters than on a single large (64-CPU)

cluster.

This work thus started with a highly fine-grained algorithm that obtained medio-

cre performance (at most 50% efficient) even on a fast Myrinet cluster. The algo-

rithm was optimized into a latency-insensitive one that could run efficiently even

on a wide-area system where the wide-area latency was three orders of magnitude

higher than the local-area latency. This experiment clearly illustrates the power of
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algorithmic optimizations for wide-area systems.

5 An Awari solver on DAS-3

In this section we will summarize our more recent work on using distributed super-

computing for large search-applications [22]. We will discuss how we implemented a

retrograde analysis program that solves the game of Awari on the wide-area DAS-3

system. The original program [16] ran on a single cluster and was extremely com-

munication intensive: it sent one Petabit of data over the local area network in 51

hours. We will discuss how such a communication-intensive application can be run

efficiently using light path technology.

Awari is a 3500 year old game that uses a board with 12 pits (6 for each player),

each initially containing 4 stones. The two players in turn select one of their own

pits and “sow” its stones counterclockwise, capturing stones if the last pit is owned

by the other player and now contains 2 or 3 stones. So, the number of stones initially

is 48, but decreases during the play.

Our Awari solver uses retrograde analysis (RA). Unlike more familiar 2-person

search techniques like MiniMax and Alpha-Beta, RA searches backwards, starting

with the final (solved) positions in the game, such as those containing only 1 stone.

Through backwards reasoning (i.e., doing “unmoves”), RA computes the game-

theoretical outcome of every possible position in the game, up to the opening posi-

tion, thus solving the entire game. The program builds a sequence of databases for

board positions with different numbers of stones, ending with the 48-stone database.

Since Awari contains 889,063,398,406 possible game positions, this entire process is

extremely memory and CPU intensive.

The RA program can be parallelized by partitioning the entire state space over

the processors, much like the transposition tables discussed above. Each proces-

sor is assigned a random set of positions (based on a hash function), resulting in

good load balancing. As with TDS, each processor can repeatedly send information

(about solved states) to other processors in an asynchronous way, using message

combining to obtain efficient bulk transfers. The parallel RA program for Awari is

extremely communication intensive, but processors hardly ever have to wait for the

communication to finish. In other words, the program effectively overlaps commu-

nication and computation. Therefore, the initial parallel program ran efficiently on

the DAS-2 Myrinet cluster [16].

With the advance of optical networking technology, it becomes feasible to even

run this type of application on a grid. We therefore studied the performance of the

Awari RA program on the wide-area DAS-3 system [22]. We initially just ported the

original C/MPI program and tested it on DAS-3. The (small) differences in CPU

speeds in DAS-3, however, caused flow control problems, resulting in the faster

CPUs to overwhelm the slower ones with work. This effect resulted in unrestricted

job queue growths and thus memory problems. In Awari we solved this problem

using global synchronizations (an alternative, proposed in a memory-limited, se-
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Fig. 5. Impact of grid optimizations on Awari.

quential model checking context, is to temporarily store new jobs in a local log

file [9]). The resulting version did work correctly on DAS-3, but it was twice as

slow as the same program on a single big cluster with the same number of CPUs.

Subsequently, we applied several optimizations to the wide-area program. The

optimizations that turned out to have the largest impact were related to commu-

nication patterns during the synchronization phases. The original synchronization

algorithms performed well on a single cluster, but were much less scalable in a

high-latency grid environment. Another important optimization was to ensure that

completion of asynchronous communication to remote grid sites would not stall ini-

tiation of other communication. Increasing the amount of message combining also

improved the performance due to a higher overall throughput, but to a much lesser

extent.

The result of the optimizations was a 50% performance improvement compared

to the original program. Figure 5 (taken from [22]) shows the execution times of the

original (unoptimized) version, the optimized one, and the single cluster version, for

the different databases. Moreover, the optimized grid version was only 15% slower

than a single cluster version, despite the huge amount of wide-area communication,

showing that even communication-intensive algorithms like retrograde analysis are

suitable for distributed supercomputing on grids.

Figure 6 illustrates the impact of the grid optimizations for Awari by means

of the single-CPU wide-area throughput measured during the computation of the

40-stone database; the patterns shown here are quite similar for the other large

databases. Clearly, it is not so much improvements in sustained or peak through-

put that caused runtime to improve significantly. Rather, optimizations related to

efficient processing during synchronization phases (the distributed termination de-

tection phases and the barriers resolving grid performance differences) are shown

to be much more important.

The usage of fast light paths is essential for this application, as regular 1 Gbit/s

Internet links would be completely flooded by the cumulative traffic for even a
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Fig. 6. Per-CPU wide-area throughput of Awari.

modest number of CPUs. As the bandwidth requested by the application scales

linearly in the number of compute nodes, and every CPU tries to send data over

the wide area network at about 15 MByte/s, even a 10 Gbit/s light path will at

some point limit further speed improvement. In the context of the StarPlane [19]

project we are currently examining the on-demand scheduling of multiple 10 Gbit/s

light paths to increase application scalability for these scenarios.

6 DiVinE on DAS-3

The DiVinE Tool [3] is a parallel, distributed memory, enumerative model-checking

toolkit for the verification of concurrent systems. It contains a collection of state-

of-the-art distributed verification algorithms suitable for running on clusters. The

DiVinE toolkit is part of the DiVinE Distributed Verification Environment which

is being developed at Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic.

DiVinE uses a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) approach to model checking, where

a verification problem is reduced to cycle detection in a graph representing the state

space. The toolkit contains several parallel cycle detection algorithms designed

to run efficiently on a cluster [2]. In addition, the toolkit implements on-the-fly

distributed state-space generation for error detection and deadlock discovery. The

DiVinE toolkit supports specifications in both its native modeling language DVE

and in Promela [4], the modeling language of the popular model checker SPIN [10].
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6.1 Parallel implementation

The DiVinE toolkit is implemented in C++ and uses MPI for communication. Most

graph traversal algorithms in the DiVinE toolkit are based on breadth-first search

(BFS), which unlike depth-first search (DFS) can be parallelized in a straightforward

fashion [6,20]. Every compute node is given a portion of the state space, based on a

hash function that randomizes the state distribution. The resulting communication

pattern can be characterized as irregular all-to-all: every compute node repeatedly

sends asynchronous messages with batched state updates to other compute nodes, in

an apparently unpredictable order. Note that this shows a remarkable resemblance

to the Awari solver.

The communication rate for a single compute node is in itself not very demanding

on the network: we found it typically to be in the order of 10–20 MByte/s per CPU,

depending on the problem. However, the accumulated network load can be very

substantial, since, assuming ideal speedup, this scales linearly with the number of

compute nodes used. With DiVinE, we were therefore almost at the same situation

as initially with Awari: DiVinE’s performance had only been evaluated on a single

cluster, and its high networking demands appeared to make use on traditional large

scale grids infeasible. However, as with Awari, the introduction of high bandwidth

light paths was found to make all the difference.

To run the DiVinE toolkit on DAS-3, we used Open MPI [8], which is able to

access the Myri-10G network in multiple ways. In single-cluster runs, the most

efficient protocol in general is Myri-10G’s native MX layer, and indeed this can

improve performance for DiVinE. As our focus in this paper is on grid performance,

we used Open MPI in TCP/IP mode for both grid- and cluster-based runs. This way,

our results also match other common grid environments, where low-cost 1 Gbit/s

Ethernet NICs are used as cluster interconnect, and the switch has a 1 (or 10)

Gbit/s link to the local backbone for external connectivity over the Internet.

The specific network to be used is selected by means of a runtime Open MPI

parameter. Although the DiVinE toolkit was specifically designed for use on clus-

ters, our experiments show that it also runs efficiently on modern computational

grids, due to the use of scalable, latency-tolerant algorithms implemented using

asynchronous communication.

6.2 Grid performance

For our initial performance analysis we took two representative benchmark problems

from the BEEM model checking database [14]: Anderson and Elevator. The An-

derson specification concerns the correctness of a mutual exclusion algorithm for a

varying number of processes. The Elevator specification determines the correctness

of an elevator controller, given a certain number of floors and persons waiting for

the elevator. For each problem we let DiVinE check the LTL specification of a cor-

rectness property using the Maximal Accepting Predecessors tool (distr map) [2].

In both cases the entire state space must be searched, since there is no violation of

the given property.
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Figure 7 shows the total runtime for verifying the Anderson specification for 6

synchronizing processes on 72 compute nodes (using 144 CPUs) using the DAS-3

VU University, University of Amsterdam, and Leiden clusters, interconnected by

10 Gbit/s light paths. For comparison, the figure also shows the performance on a

single DAS-3/VU cluster, using the same number of CPUs. In all cases only 2 CPU

cores per compute node were used, as explicit-state model checking is very memory

intensive and using more cores does not significantly improve performance in the

current MPI version of DiVinE.

As shown in Figure 7, up to 64 CPUs, the 10G grid obtains a performance close to

that of a single cluster with the same number of CPUs. On average, every compute

node sends about 11.4 MByte/s to other nodes, which does not cause wide-area

capacity problems. DiVinE’s use of asynchronous communication also effectively

hides the latency difference in local versus remote TCP/IP communication. As a

result, a 64-CPU grid configuration using 10 Gbit/s links is in fact more efficient

than a 64-CPU cluster configuration using 1 Gbit/s Ethernet. The capacity of a

1 Gbit/s Ethernet is in itself sufficient, but its overhead for sending messages is

higher than on Myri-10G.

However, on configurations larger than 64 CPUs, grid performance deteriorates

for this model checking instance. On the other hand, scalability of the cluster

version is still good, both with local 1 Gbit/s Ethernet and with Myri-10G inter-

connect, so the state graph of this model in principle allows sufficient parallelism.

As the communication patterns and data volumes in the DiVinE tool used are very

similar to those in Awari, we expect that some of the Awari grid optimizations can

also be employed here. As with Awari, a 1 Gbit/s Internet link between the grid

sites is no match for this distributed model checking tool. Even for the smaller

problem sizes, the run time on a grid is already up to 10 times higher than on a

local cluster.

It is important to note that the parallel efficiency of DiVinE can vary depend-

ing on the particular models being checked. In explicit-state model checkers, the
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actual communication/computation ratio will generally depend on several factors,

for example, state graph topology, individual state size, and the complexity for

computing subsequent states [14]. Also, the number of synchronizations and the

load imbalance can be very different, depending on the specification. In addition to

Anderson, we therefore also looked at another specification, called Elevator.

Figure 8 shows the scalability results for Elevator. It is interesting to see that

Elevator has indeed much better scaling behavior than Anderson on the grid. In

contrast to Anderson, up to 144 CPUs it still scales reasonably well, even though the

data rates and data volumes are similar to Anderson. There are several potential

causes for this difference in parallel performance; we only mentioned some of the

more important ones above. A thorough investigation of the various factors involved

– specifically with an eye towards further improving large-scale grid performance –

would be very interesting future work.

An attractive feature of computational grids is that they can in principle also
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be used to solve problems that are infeasible on a single compute node or cluster.

Explicit-state model checking is one of the important application areas where this

can be very useful. Due to state space explosion, seemingly simple models are often

practically impossible to be checked sequentially, since they simply do not fit into

main memory. State space reduction techniques such as partial order reduction

and state compression are very useful, but they help only up to a point. Cluster-

based model checking, as supported by DiVinE, can be employed to shift the barrier

further by employing efficient distributed memory algorithms.

As a third example we will therefore look what happens when we scale up the size

of the Elevator model specification by means of a model parameter. Figure 9 shows

the performance results for increasingly large instances of the Elevator specification.

Horizontally is the number of elevator floors, representing the model instance; the

largest instance of 13 floors requires 382 GByte of main memory for the state space

alone (this instance was about 1.6 billion states big, and took 40 minutes to be

checked). Vertically we indicate the performance obtained by means of the number

of states processed per second. We measured performance on four configurations

with 128 CPUs: a cluster with 1 and 10 Gbit/s, both with two CPUs per node, and

a three-cluster grid using either one or two CPUs per node.

There are several interesting trends to be observed from this figure:

• The efficiency of the grid configurations increases with the model size, approach-

ing that of an equally sized single cluster;

• Increasing the number of compute nodes on a grid allows checking larger problem

instances, with very good performance;

• The platform’s memory system allows two CPUs per node to be employed effi-

ciently, despite the high memory load;

• On a single cluster, using a switch with a fast backplane, 1G Ethernet has suf-

ficient capacity to achieve reasonably good performance with DiVinE. Myri-10G

is faster, but for the larger problems the difference is less than 25%.

Provided that computational grids will increasingly be interconnected by high-

bandwidth optical links, these platforms therefore indeed appear to offer attractive

additional opportunities to efficiently search huge state spaces resulting from real-

istic specifications.

7 Conclusions

We have shown through several examples that it becomes more and more feasible

to run challenging parallel applications on large-scale grids. Both algorithmic op-

timizations and advances in optical network technology make grid computing an

interesting alternative. For applications like model checking, grids have the great

advantage that the total amount of memory of all clusters together can be used

effectively for solving a single problem. For example, we have run a model that

requires almost 400 GB memory, which is hard to do on a more centralized system.

We have also pointed out that there are many resemblances between solving games
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with retrograde analysis and model checking. Even the performance characteristics

of these applications are similar. We therefore think it is interesting to study fur-

ther optimizations of distributed model checkers, similar to the ones we describe

for our Awari solver. Also, it is important to develop programming environments

that simplify programming and deployment of grid applications, which is the topic

of our ongoing research on Ibis [21].
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